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e TEL ?Test of Economic Literacy? consists two test questionnaires ?Form A and Form B?. In the 
new version of TEL4 ?4th edition?, each form is made up of 45 questions. e format of each question  
is multiple choice, comprising four alternatives. I compare TEL4 with the old version of TEL3, which  
was published in 2001 by the CEE ?Council for Economic Education, the former National Council of  
Economic Education, NCEE?. Comparisons between the two versions are conducted from the viewpoint  
of the format of the questionnaires and the content of each question.
From the analysis, we acknowledge that TEL3 was based on a mixture of two guiding principles of 
?A Framework for Teaching the Basic Concepts,? which was published by former JCEE ?Joint Council 
for Economic Education, the former NCEE? in 1984 and ?Voluntary National Contents Standard in  
Economics,? which was published by NCEE in 1997. However the new TEL4 adopts only ?Voluntary  
National Contents Standard in Economics? for making and revising the questionnaires. Therefore,  
I can conclude that ?Voluntary National Contents Standard in Economics? became functioning as a  
principle guideline in the USA, such as with the ?Course of Study? of the Ministry of Education, Culture,  
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